
                       

Characters of trees, part 2 
Seeing 

Welcome to the continuation of drops about the characters of, for me, certainly the
most imposing and least understood creatures on this planet, trees. The force of
deception has been doing battle with them since the fall because it fears them. It
fears their power over your consciousness, so it covers you with a world of steel
and concrete in the places where these mighty creatures used to live. Let me add,
in this reworking of the second part of this collection on the Seeing, that being alive
for the Vision on Earth is the worst thing that can happen to you. At the beginning
of my training with the Seer, with whom we crossed paths, I could not understand
his anger at the man, he seemed lofty and arrogant to me, when in my presence
he  read  the  Happening  outloud  and  saw  only  misery  and  ugliness,  himself
otherwise honed in mental and behavioral Beauty. Today I know that when I was
sleeping or thinking, I saw myself in him, but I thought he was like that. 

Seeing is based on the fact that first there is an energy vibration, then there is its
appearance. You don't learn Seeing. Seeing occurs when your perception is cleared
of learned interpretation. It is a natural given made possible by inner silence. When
observing yourself,  nature or people, you use the words: 'it  seems to me' or 'I
think', then it is an extract from the mind, not a Seeing. But when you simply nail
'this is it' and there is no shadow of doubt or hesitation of recollection in the tone
of your voice, it is the inner certainty of direct Seeing of the essence of things. 

The more I knew not to think, the more I thought not to think. For a really long
time, the text run through my mind.... 'girl, don't think, don't think, don't think,
don't think'. I'm often asked if I don't think anything and I can say that... I don't
think anything. It can seem complicated, but it really isn't, if you know that this
moment  is  all  there  is,  and I  only  have two options  in  it....  either  I'm simply
experiencing it, or I'm interpreting it. Namely, you cannot think about the current
happenings, you can only Live it  or not. This does not mean that I don't have
thoughts, of course I have them, thoughts are a creative tool, except that they are
not mine, they do not come from what I have learned, but rather they are born
from inner silence without my precedent. 

I  don't  want  you  passive  receivers  of  knowledge,  sitting  in  a  closed  space,
unfocused recreational listeners. I want you by my side, independent, to enter the
world of seers, knowers and shamans, who are waiting for your readiness in each
of you. That is why I am handing over to you a purified, tested and well-trodden
path that leads to Vision. One way you can also understand Seeing is: 
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He who can look himself in the eye and survive is a Seer. 
Everything on Earth serves this one purpose. 

There is no one higher than you when you know who you are. 
Therefore, in everything you see in people, events and nature 

recognize yourself and you are in the Seeing.

Surely someone is asking, as I have repeatedly poked at him myself,  does this
mean that this Seer is miserable and ugly because he sees this when he looks at
this  world? Yes,  it  means  exactly  that! It  is  not  possible  for  him  to  perceive
something that is not in him. The only difference is that the Seer knows it. The
awareness of one's own ugliness cancels out ugliness, while the thought of how
great you are opens the door to ugliness wide open. I hope this makes sense to
someone. Continuous  awareness  of  one's  own  shadow sides  and  simultaneous
perception of Life's or God's perfection is what gives rise to Seeing. 

Every tree, not just every species, has its own, let's say, 'mood sound', and the
same tree doesn't necessarily always sound the same. Like you, trees have mood
swings,  but  you won't  find them in depression,  pity,  anger,  or  hatred,  because
those are unnatural out-of-mind-ethnicity vibes that trees don't have. Their sound
sometimes resembles the barely perceptible pulse of a meditator, other times the
pompous climax of orchestral music. Even the rooms sound different, they are new
every time and feel different, even if I walk silently through the same paths and
rooms every day. 

This constantly flowing newness of Life, in which you do not carry past knowledge
into  the new day, is  necessary for  your Revival  and Seeing.  It  may take some
practice, but it won't take long for you to be able to forget the whole world and
what's bothering you in it after your first steps in the forest, maybe even on your
way there, and become more and more skillfully lulled into the silence of presence. 

Silencing is a skill, just like thinking. You have learned this from the first word heard
and spoken, which has caused a shift in perception from the feeling heart, which
experiences what is happening directly, to the thinking head, which interprets what
is happening on the basis of what has been learned. Now allow yourself to be
nurtured by the forest and the Life in it to re-shift your perception from the head to
the body. We say that the center of feeling is in the heart,  but the perceptive
belongs  to  the  body  of  light,  which,  with  glowing  threads,  charmingly
communicates with the field of information through which it  flows. The field of
information is not a limited space, although it is a closed room, but a boundless
Wholeness in which the light body is at home like a fish in the ocean. 
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Immaculate sensitivity and discernment are the givens of the light body that you
connect with when you become silent within. Inner silence creates a glowing thread
between you and the light body, connecting you to the Light Web of Life. 

A great mission unfolds before you, 
by which you justify the gift of Life. 

Each awakened heart adds its ray to the common Light. 
This requires a certain torque to jump from smoldering 

to a spark and start a general blaze. Every spark counts!! 
You are all called to the Great Mission! 

You agreed to it voluntarily..., that's why you're here right now. 

The Toltec seers guide students to the purity of perception by teaching that 'the
world is feeling, they should not get caught up in the perception of the eyes, which
is a predatory sense designed to hunt for food, benefits, shelter and reproduction.
Let them explain this world to themselves, not so that the explanation will guide
their perception, but so that they know what they are leaving behind.' 

Do not  forget  that  the eyes are  a sense of  the body,  free them from sensory
perception. You don't perceive trees with your eyes, but your eyes help you read
their sound by how they look. Just like with people, we can read their character
from their bodies, their indulgences in weaknesses, their strengths..., in the same
way, trees speak about the energy they embody with their bodies. A low and wide-
growing oak is an effect of grounded, stable energy, while a slender and tall birch is
an effect  of  nimble,  uplifting energy. The sharply  serrated leaves testify  to  the
clarity and sharpness of the plant's energy, while the soft oval ones convey softness
and grace. Every detail of a particular phenomenon reveals itself. 

Unlike natural phenomena, humans can also personify those qualities that cannot
be found in nature... such as, for example. the stocky and fat body of a person
does not testify to his stability and down-to-earthness, but rather the indulgence of
gluttony, laziness, selfishness, intemperance, carelessness, dwarfish thoughts and
other energies of a loose mind. When a person is saturated with inner peace, he is
freed from the discords of the mind, so his body is also sculpted, harmonious and
in optimal condition. Tell me now, what do you read when you look at your body?
This can be really scary, but I assure you that there is nothing worse than denial
and cowardice of not beeing able to look into ones own eyes. It doesn't matter
what state you find yourself in when you begin to See, as long as you finnaly See,
you understand. Don't judge yourself, don't blame yourself... forget all that mental
garbage, shake it  off  like a larch needles and use Seeing for  a thorough inner
cleansing. 
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The deeper you are on this path, the better you will read yourself, other people,
nature  and  The  Happening. And  conversely,  the  more  you  indulge  in  the
restlessness of  the mind,  the careless  use of  words,  and the addictions of the
trapped mind, the less refined your perception is. When you reach Peace in your
own center, your body and perception are cleansed of the excesses that plague
your energy and make you sick. 

Physical abnormalities, diseases and defects are the result of the energy you create
by  lingering  on  a  certain  mental-mood  discord  with  your  naturalness,  and  in
general,  energy  statics  are  the  source  of  defects,  because  Life  is  a  living  and
sensitive movement that merges symbiotically with the environmental energy of the
Whole . 

Trees are the creatures most related to you on Earth, until people want to love. 
When we choose Love as the ruler of our actions, 
our fervor of Consciousness will be unsurpassed. 

Both the trees and the high-pitched people are undulating within themselves just
like all  organic Life,  which is  not  immobile  like inanimate things,  but  undulates
within  the vibrational  range of  Life,  just  as  body temperature  is  not  static  but
fluctuates between 36 and 37 degrees. If it were static, it would lose the tension
that holds the body together and fall apart. Just like us, trees also exchange energy
with the environment, they are internally flowing and breathing, they perceive us,
they have a consciousness that is calm and long-lived and therefore so attractive
and beneficial to people. I eagerly await the hour when we humans will increase
the greenness and softness of Life where we live, create and ripen more and more
for the Beauty of Heavenly Moods. 

In the continuation of the collection, we explore the character of maple, oak and
beech as examples of hardwoods, then spruce, cedar and pine as examples of
conifers. Finally, there is the larch character, which is somewhere in between. This
should  be  enough to  start  your  independent  reading  of  trees  and  nature,  but
especially yourself, people and the Happening. If you listen to this drop under the
trees, it is more likely that it will fall more easily on the fertile soil of your soul
garden, if you are caught between the walls, sitting and looking at the monitor,
then all you have to do is go among the trees and listen to the drops between
them, with eyes resting on the greenery, with bare feet feeling the softness of
living soil and ears caressed by the sound of the wind and the chatter of forest
dwellers. Let yourself be guided by Life! Get used to doing nothing just as you think
and you will not go astray. 

* * * ForestLover * * *
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